
ECO SYSTEMS, LLC 
Fuel Enhancer 

 

(866) 374-0002 

Do You Want To: 

 Reduce Diesel REGEN Cycles (+/-70%) 

 Reduce DPF Maintenance (+/-70%) 

 Lower Emissions 40% - 70%+ 

 Save Fuel  - Increase MPG 10% to 24% 

 ROI in 3-4 weeks ($390) 

 
 

             Keep Your Vehicle on the Road  

                  NOT in the Shop!  

 

 

 

 



What we know about REGENS 

 

 

 Stop and Go Driving in Big Cities like New York, Los Angeles, 
Boston, Atlanta, Miami And Chicago All Experience Similar 
Problems. 

 Your Regeneration Cycles Are More Active Due To Excessive 
Idling And Stop & Go Driving. 

 Your DPF Filter Cannot Clean Itself At Low Speeds And Cold 
Temperatures. 

 For a Few Hundred Dollars Enhance Fuel; Helping it burn 
cleaner reducing REGEN Cycles & Fuel Consumption. 

 Cleaner burning fuel means increased Fuel Efficiency, a 
Smoother ride, more Horsepower and Less Maintenance. 

 Reduce DPF Maintenance, from Weeks To +/-1YR. 



Are You Having REGEN Problems? 

Are You Interested in Saving Fuel? 

Keep Your Bus on the Road, Not in the Shop! 



IF YOUR SERIOUS ABOUT: 

 Lowering Your Operational Cost. 

 Reducing problems from EGR’s and REGENS. 

 Putting money back in your budget 

 Increasing Your MPG 10% to 24%. 

 Reducing Your Carbon Footprint. 

 Lowering maintenance from carbon buildup. 

Help clean the Air We All Breathe? 

Not waiting for Government Mandates? 
 

WE WILL DO ALL THIS FOR YOU! 
 

 ECOFuelMaximizer is Patented & Proven 



Emissions/Regen Test 
Hundreds have been done. 

Independent Report done on EMS Vehicles w/Turbo-Diesels 

December 2014 

Excessive Idling and Stop & Go Driving 



How Does It Work? 
 ECO Systems Fuel Enhancers work by 

enhancing the fuel you are currently using,  

     helping it to burn cleaner. 

 

 Works on Gasoline, Diesel, Propane, Biofuels, 

Ethanol Blends, and Natural Gas. 

 

 Savings in fuel consumption,  with cleaner 

burning fuel you can increase MPG from 6.5% 

to over 24%. On average, 10%. 

 

 

 



How ECO’s Work Continued 
 ECO-Systems work as a catalyst to enhance fuel 

by increasing it’s ability to Vaporize creating a 
better Air – Fuel ratio. 

 This process causes a more complete burn in the 
combustion chamber. 

A more complete burn means increased 
horsepower, fuel efficiency & less Pollution. 

 Reduced Particulate emissions emitted from the 
exhaust system reduces REGENS and Expenses.  

 Less fuel needed to create the same performance as 
before equals fuel savings. Call it profit! 

 



Lower Maintenance Costs 

A more complete burn means less carbon going into 
your oil increasing the life of your oil and engine. 

 Less carbon build up on injectors. 

 Less carbon build up on EGR valves and O2 sensors  
and EGR Coolers. 

 Less Re-Gens on engines with Particulate traps. A 
cleaner burn produces less soot. 

 Engine runs smoother and at a cooler thermal 
temperature. 

 Run smoother, cooler, cleaner with more power. 



ECO Installations 
 It’s Easy! 

 Installation of a ECO #4 with a 

002 kit on a Caterpillar engine.  

 Disconnect the Quick release fuel 

line out of the fuel filter going to 

the engine.  

 Connect the ECO in-line between 

the Male and Female Quick 

connections and tie strap/secure 

the ECO unit. 

Installation should be done by qualified personnel. 

Takes about 15 minutes. 



     Installations 

   Installation of an ECO #4 

with a 005 kit on a 

Cummins engine. 

Disconnect the quick 

disconnect from the fuel 

filter. Then connect the male 

and Female 3/8’s fittings 

from our unit to the engines 

male & female fittings, tie 

strap the ECO #4 securely. 



Installation & Warranty 

 Installation should be done by a certified technician 
familiar with fuel lines.  
 

 Fleets with their own maintenance shops to do their 
own installations. 
 

 5 year manufacturer’s limited warranty against any 
defects. 
 

Units life expectancy +/-40 Years! 
 

 Those that have been using ECO products for years, 
remove and reinstalled them on new replacements. 

 

 

 



 

Warranty 
RISK FREE! 90 Day Money Back Guarantee. 

 



WARRANTY 
Adding an ECO Fuel Systems Fuel Enhancer will not 

affect your vehicles warranty. It is specifically against the 

law to prohibit after market devices.  

Magnuson-Moss Warranty Act  

The ECO System alters fuel not the engine. If you are told  

Installing our ECO System will void your warranty, call us. 

Please ask them to put it in writing.  
 

If they won’t put it in writing, you know their concerns are 

not applicable and not based on fact. In fact is illegal! 
 

We are here to HELP! (866) 374-0002  
 

 

http://www.ftc.gov/bcp/conline/pubs/buspubs/warranty.shtm
http://www.ftc.gov/bcp/conline/pubs/buspubs/warranty.shtm
http://www.ftc.gov/bcp/conline/pubs/buspubs/warranty.shtm


School Buses 

In over 200 School Districts, on over 38,000 Buses  



Entire Fleets Have Proven Effects of ECO’s 

Northeast ISD San Antonio, Texas Uvalde Consolidated ISD Uvalde, Texas 

Entire Fleets throughout Texas are enjoying the Benefits of using 

ECO-Systems and have proven to themselves the Return On 

Investment is measured in just a few short months.  

Call for references. 



Buses 
 

Entire Fleets with ECO-Systems 
 

Thousands of Gallons of Fuel Saved Annually! 

Star shuttle & Coaches 

130 Eco Systems currently installed in our fleet,  

of 100 Minivans and 30 Motor-Coaches. Average 

fuel savings 10-14%. Overall less maintenance 

needed, savings directly attributed to the  

Eco System Enhancer. 

Easy to install between fuel filter 

and engine fuel intake.  

No Maintenance 

No Chemicals 

No Magnets  

No Problems 



U.S.I. Test Results 

6.5% Fuel Savings 

8.75mpg to 9.31mpg 

 



Police unit with an ECO # 2 

Increased Performance 

  Quicker Throttle Response 

Less Maintenance Cost 

Increased Miles Per Gallon 

  



Fuel Savings 

On average our units save 10% to 12% in fuel. 

We have seen Higher (40%) and Lower (6.5%) 

numbers, much depends on the condition of the 

engine, driving habits, and type of work done. 

When you introduce a better quality of fuel to your 

engine it will result in better fuel economy,  better 

performance and lower emissions. 

10 to 12 gallons of fuel saved  every 100 gallons 

pumped into your fleet  is a huge savings! 

  



Question to Ask Yourself ? 

If you had an employee that you knew was “stealing” 7 to 

12 gallons of fuel, out of every 100 gallons pumped into 

your fleet would you “Terminate” their employment? Is 

it worth it to you to continue losing money?  

Choosing Not to use ECO-Systems on your fleet is like 

stealing from yourself. You are blowing dollars out the 

exhaust systems every day as un-burnt fuel. 2007 and 

newer diesels un-burnt fuel it is caught it the DPF.  

This does not include the savings of less DPF maintenance 

and Downtime due to Excessive Regens. 



Expensive Carbon Build Up 

  6.0 EGR Valve  
    EGR Cooler with Carbon Build Up 



Emissions Reduction 

By Reducing Particulates from the exhaust ECO-

Systems is able to Reduce Frequent Regen Cycles 

keeping your fleet on the road and not in the shop. 
 

Your employees will waist less time doing DPF 

maintenance and can do more productive work. 



Maintenance of ECO-Systems 
Maintenance is Simple: There is None!  

 

 Install it and let it work.  
 

No Chemicals & No Maintenance for the unit. 
 

When you trade, remove and install on another 
similar engine.  
 

You may need to change the installation kit & 
adapters if engine fittings are different.  

 

 5-Year Limited Warranty 
 

 Expected Working Life: 40 Years 



Which ECO System? 
ECO #2 5 Liter engine, or less 

Small trucks, most passenger vehicles, ATV, motorcycles, generators,  

and most engines under 5 liters.  

 

ECO #4 5+ Liter engine, up to 400 HP 

School buses, buses, full size pickup trucks, long haul trucks, large diesel 

engines, and off-road equipment. ECO Unit fuel line size may require a 
larger ECO Fuel Enhancer. 

 

ECO #5 Big engines 400+ HP 

Heavy equipment, including large generators, and earth moving 

equipment, large yachts, boats, etc.  

 

Quick connect fittings and Install Kits available for most applications. 



Contacts 

www.ECOFuelMaximizer.com 

We are here to answer any questions and help you 

select and purchase the proper ECO System.  
 

Call us for references from customers 
 

Factory Warehouse Distributor 

Cary Nagdeman, Director 

(866) 374-0002 

Info@ECOFuelMaximizer.com 
 

Proud Sponsor of TAPT, TASBT and FAPT Member 

http://www.etieco.com/
http://www.etieco.com/
mailto:Info@ECOFuelMaximizer.com


10 Reasons Not to Buy ECO Systems 

 

 

1. You own oil wells. 

2. You don’t care about saving fuel. 

3. You need to spend your whole fuel budget. 

4. You are not worried about air quality. 

5. You like buying DPF units for your diesels. 

6. You don’t care about children breathing soot. 

7. You want to wait until cleaner air is mandated. 

8. Data for 10+ years, 38,000 buses, in 200+ School 

Districts is not sufficient.  

9. You don’t believe in aftermarket products even if they 

are proven to work. 

10. Your Crazy! You have nothing to lose & much to gain.  


